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·It is the desire of the navy to develop ships with
the highest possible speed compatible with other require-
ments of weight, space, and economy. This is especially
true for small boats such as torpedo boats where speed is
the main defensive weapon. If the frictional resistance
of a ship oould be reduced by air lubrication, higher speeds
oould be attained with the same horsepowero
The author became interested in this problem in the
Fall of 1947. Arrangements were made with the David Tay-
lor Model Basin to conduct a series of experiments on re-
ducing skin friotion with an air film. However. in
endeavoring to set up the experiments, a great many unfor-
seen oonsiderations and questions arose. Accordingly. it
was decided that the experimentation would be abandoned
and the thesis written on the considerations necessary to
set up suoh an experiment.
The author wishes to express his appreciation to
Messrs. Franklin HaWkins; J. H. Curry, and Werner Binterthan
of the David Taylor Model Basin, and Professor G. J. Higgins
of the U. S. Naval Postgraduate School. He is especially
indebted to Associate Professor G. H. Lee of the Post
Graduate School for making this paper possible by his
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INTRODUCTION
Gas Turbines are a promising new source of power for
ship propulsion and the jet propulsion of ship is in the
researoh stage. The possibility exists that the exhaust
gases from these two power sources could be used as an
air lubricant to reduoe skin friction. In the past, the
power required ~o supply the air was considered prohibi-
tive, but with gas turbines and jet propulsion the supply
is already available.
Previous experiments, D. W. Taylor (1)*, on the re-.
duotion of skin friction with" an air film have been perform-
ed in this country. As a result, there exists some doubt
.
as to whether an air film can be made to exist and whether
such a film would reduce skin friction. Therefore, this
paper will attempt to prove that the formation of an air
film is possible and will reduce frictional drag. Cer-
tain idealized theoretical and actual considerations will
-then be investigated. It is hoped that these considera-
tions will be of value in conducting further experiments
on the subject o
For displaoement type ships, as the speed increases,
the percent of total resistanoe whioh is due td skin fric-
tion deoreases until it is almost negligible. This is well
* Braoketed numbers refer to bibliography.
,
•
illustrated in D. W. Taylor (1)*. However, for planing
type ships, ,after planing has started, the peroent ot
total resistanoe due to skin friotion inoreases with in-
oreasing ~peed. This information is in the files of the
Planing Division of the Bureau of Ships. It seems logical,
therefore, to ooncentrate on reduoing the friotional re-
sistanoe of planing type ships. Basic experimental inves-
~
tigations should begin with the basic flat bottom planing ~.
form at high speeds. The author will limit himself to this
oondition in the theoretical and practical considerations
to be investigated.
* Page 53, fig. 60.
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RISTORICALBACKGROUND
In the introduction it was indicated that previous
investigations have been conducted. D. W. Taylor (1)*
reports,
It is in fact, a favorite dream of inventors to
deliver air around the outside of a ship so that
the immersed surface will be surrounded by a
film of air instead of water.
He then describes an experiment perfor.med at the David Tay-
10r'Model Basin** in which a twenty foot 'friction plane
(i.e. a plane on edge) was towed submerged. Air was forced
out through narrow vertical slots near the bow.' At speeds
, '
of 12 to 16 knots a visible film of air extended over per-
haps one third of the plane. The resistance was almost
exactly the same as when no air was pumped. The other
A
exper~ent referred to in the paragraph (using a model
instead of a friction plane) was perfor.med in 1919. It is
the only recorded experiment of attempting to reduce skin
friotion with a air film that is on file at the Model Basin,
EMB (2). According to the report, a standard twenty foot
destroyer mod&l was used. Two semi-circular ducts 1i
inches wide by 3/4 inches deep were cut into the exterior
of the model. They were space~ 3/4 inches on either side
* PP 44, page 36.
**The Model Basin files indicate the date as 1909, but
no report is recorded.
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of the keel and extended from bow to stern. The hull was
plated with.brass strips 2~ inches wide and .0319 inches
thick. The stripping was inclined aft at an angle of 45
degrees to the keel ine and extended from the keel to
about 2 inches above the low water line. Each strip over-
lapped 1/8 inches of the adjaoent strip, forming steps.
The system was designed to make use of the suction effect
of wat~r flowing bY.the steps. The report does not make
clear how the air was made to flow from the semi-circular
supply ducts out along the strips and then aft.
Runs were made at speeds of 4 to 10 knots, but very
little suction was developed. At a speed of9 knots the
volume rate of air giving least resistance was 388 cubic
feet per minute. The air was supplied by a blower. Air
escaped from the channels and formed a film aft of each
step extending about 1/3 the width of each brass strip.
There was considerable brOken water along the sides of
the model and a pronounced disturbance was noted at the
stern. The effect of the brass stripping oaused a marked
increase in resistance. The admission of an air film
further increased the resistance until a model speed corres-
ponding to a ship speed of 32 knots was reaohed. Above
this speed the use of air caused a slight reduotion in re-
sistanoe, but at no speed within the range of the tests
was the resistanoe reduced to that of the plain model.
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To the authors knowledge these are the only two ex-
periments designed to reduce ship skin friction by an air
film performed in this oountry. From the results of these
experiments D. W. Taylor (1)* oonoludes.
------ there is little doubt that no matter how
muoh air may be forced into the water around a
ship of ordinary type,practically none of it
remains in oontaot with the ship's surface. That(sio) is covered always by a film of solid water.
The air forms globular bubbles and never touches
the surfaoe of the hull.
The only other recorded experiment of a similar nature
performed in this country, ;r. R. Dawson (3), was one at
Langley Field in 1937. The hulls of 2 flying boats were
"ventilated" with air in an endeavor to reduoe the drag.
The results were negative, or success~ul only to a small
degree.
In 1936 Werner Hinterthan (4), in Hamburg, Germany,
oonducted experiments on a model indicated in figures 1,
2 and 3 in appenix 2. Oxygen and various soap compounds
were discharged from the nozzle (fig. 2) in an effort to
reduce skin friction. Mr. Hinterthan's verbal explanation
for using oxygen and not air was that an abundant supply
of oxygen was available. Only the results of the oxygen
film will be described here. To entrap the air under the
hull, pants (vertioal strips of metal running the length
of the hull and extending into the water, fig. 3) were
* pp 44, page 37.
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installed on each side ot the model. The draft ot the
model was 72 m.m. The pressure of the oxy~en was measured
at the bottle.
Runs were made at speeds from lto 3.5 meters per
second. The best results were obtained for an oxygen
pre~sure of 8 atmospheres and a speed of 3 meters per second.
The total drag of the model was measured as 18.5 kgoThe
drag of the afterbody was oomputed to be 8.75 kg. The
total reduction in drag when the oxygen was expelled'was
1.S kg. The total percent reduction from the film was con-
sidered to be 1.8 or about 20%. The pants added a drag of~ .
• 6 kg. so the net reduction of drag as compared to the plain
model was about 13.5%. The reaotion force of the air ex-
panding through the nozzle waS ignored on the basis that it
was negligible. This was determined by holding the model
stationary and forcing water out the nozzle. Since this
reaction force was negligible it was assumed the same would
hold for airo
The report attributes its success over experiments con-
ducted at the David Taylor Model Basin to the fact that there
were no air bubbles rising at the sides to interrupt the
flow of water. At low speeds with or without pants the air
formed glObules that rose up the sides without "wetting"
the plate. Reductions of only 5 to 6% were realized.
It is disappointing that more detailed information was
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not available in the report. For instance, it can be seen
from fig. 2 that the nozzle opening was adjustable.
Mr. Hinterthan informed the author that the nozzle was ad-
justeduntil the best results were obtained, but no attempt
was made to measure the opening. No information is avail-
able on either the weight rate of flow of oxygen or nozzle
/
exit velocity. The experiments were performed with the ob-
jectof aiding submarines in making fast "getaways". Due
to the extra equipment needed on board, the results did not
seem to indicate a SUfficient advantage to allocate money
for further investigationso
In 1945 H. Reichart (5) conducted an investigation on
"Henchel Water - Running Bodies" at the Kaiser-Wilhelm -
, n'
Institute for Flow Research, Gottingen. The body was a
combination gliding and underwater bomb. The gliding part
is detached from the bomb at the moment of 'impact with the
surfaoe of the water. The part remaining, the bomb,· is
known as the water running body (short: W.R. - body). It
is a slender cone with increased slope at the stern. It
developes into an ogival head at the front (see fig. 4).
The ogival head is furnished with a sharp edged separation
ring. At this ring the flow of water separates from the
bomb (cavitation) which is acoordingly surrounded by a
gas envelope of air with water vapor. A short time after
entranoe into the water the gas envelope is still joined
7
to the atmosphere. After the bomb travels a distance in
v
the water the tubular space behind the bomb ~loses. Hence
the WR body is enclosed in a "cavitation bubble". The
size of the bubble diminishes because of the decreasing
velocity of the bomb and the increasing water pressure.
The pressure condition on the free surface of. the fluid
is denoted by the non-dimensional cavitation number ~~J?o-P~
C/D
in which 1'0 denotes the pressure of the undisturbed flow,
p~ the pressure in the cavitation space and qo the dynamic
pressure. In the experiments Po-pI( was reduced by evacuat-
ing the arrangement and thus reducing po •
Experiments were first conducted on the "original conic
. body" shown in fig. 5. In flow without cavitation the body
has a resistance coefficient ofCo=.2 if the resistance
in referred to the size of the stern. As 0- is slowly de-
creased a cavitation bubble begins to form at the stern
(see fig. 5) and CD slowly diminishes. The stern cavity
starts with a cr·~ .4. Co attains it minimum of .1 when,
for o-~ 0, we have a distinct hollow space extending
baok from the stern. There is a formation of foam but no
separation of the flow at the-smooth ogive. In another ex-
periment an artificial hollow space was produced behind the
stern of the "original oonio body" by conveying air at the
pressure of the space outside the body. The pressure of
the undisturbed flow could be obtained by means of this
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method for all cavitation numbers. Hence, with the use
of an air bUbble, the resistance coefficient was prac-
tically independent of the cavitation number. This value
of CD was also equal to .1.
Other experiments were performed with the separation
ring at the nose and the entire body encased in a bubble •
.However, the ring oaused an increase in CD to .3 and the
final (70 , with the body oompletely incased in a bubble,
was still only .1. In order to diminish materially the
pressure resistance with nose cavitation the separation
ring was removed and a. groov:e turned in the ogival head
(fig. 6). At first a groove,was turned at a distanoe of
4 rom from the tip. In this case a very narrow bubble at
the nose was formed which for {T ~ 0 extended only a little
beyond the stern. For another groove at a distance of x
5 mm.from the.tip, the bubble at the nose was somewhat broad-
er than the first. The hollow spaoe went beyond the stern
for about CT::: 004. For cr::: 0 a Co of about 004 or .05
could be obtained (fig. 7). A series of experiments for
x = 5mm was oarried out by conveying air to the stern.
It oan be seen from figure 7 that regardless of the a- ,
the Co remained .04 to .05.
This experiment indicates that a planing type form is
not necessary to obtain an air film. With the aid of cavita-
tion effect a film was easily formed although the dynamic
9
pressure of 33 kg
em.:!
oorresponds to a speed of only 8.1
meters per seoond (26.6 feet per seoond). In evaluating
the experiment it is seen that when the pressure resistanoe
was reduoed to praotioally zero by the stern bubble the ,CD
was about .1. The remaining resistanoe can be considered
to.
shiefly frictional. When a groove was turned to allow air
to esoape from the nose also, a further reduction of Co
to .04 or.O' was realized. Since this further reduction
must be attributed to a friotion reduotion due to the air
film, the conclusions must be made that in these experi-
ments skin friction was reduced at least ,0%.
These two Ger.man experiments indioate that a further
investigation of the problem is justified and desirable.
The author agrees with the Hinterthan report that possibly
the negative results of the American experiments were due
to the bubbles rising up the sides. However, it must be
pointed out that in both American experiments the film ex-
tended for only 1/3 the distance and the resulting turbu-
lence at the end of the film was probably a oontributing
faotor. In the case of ~he friotional plane the air was
forced out through vertioal slots with no attempt made to
nozzle or direct the flow aft along the surfaoe. This
made it more difficult for the film to for.m without break-
ing into globules. The initial flow perpendioular to the
water stream lines undoubtedly inoreased the water boundary
10
layer and rurther increased the drag. In the light of this
historical background the author will attempt to give some
idealized theoretical, and some practical considerations
to be used in future investiga~ionso
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THEORETICAL CONSIDERATION
The theoretical development is found in appendix: 1.
It was derived for a flat plate with zero angle of attack.
The assumptions were: 1) the flow of air is laminar. 2) the
pressure is constant along the channel. 3) the entrance
transient is of negligible importanoe, 4) inoompressibilit~,
5) the flow is 2 dimensional ohannel flow. The final equa-




M - weight rate of flow per foot width of plate({6 )
rt:sec
f - weight density of' air ( ~)
F/-$
g - aooeleration of gravity (ft .e \
seC 'J
ho- vertioal dimension of the nozzle opening (Ft.)
b - width of plate (Ft.)
L - length of plate (Ft.)
JA - absolute visoosity ( lb. sec/rf& )
The equation was developed using 2 approximations. Both
approximations tend to make the value of the drag in equa-
tion 21 larger. However. the error is small for reasonable
values of L (i.e., 20 Ft.)
Prandtl and Teitzen (6)* developed the equation for
* page 77.
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frictional drag on a plate due to turbulent water flow
(22)
Dw is the drag on the plate, Land b are the same as above,
~ is absolute viscosity of water, and U is the velocity
of the undisturbed water flow (same as Uw).
If the lower limit of M::::: UWf h is substituted for_ 0
Z
M in equation (21)
The ratio of the 2 drags is
~ ~
_ r ~ J 6 0 ,'; .p-;: -:::::::; /b j 9 = 3 Z: c and h o is
approximatelY~. The braoketed term is approximately .5.
It can be seen that, theoretically, the order of magnitude
of the drag reduction is very great. The lower limit of
M is used, but even if M were twice as great, ·the ratio of
1)




The theoretical development in the appendix is for a
planning form with zero angle of attack. Actually, a
towed planing form will take a definite angle of attack
depending on the speed and distribution of the load.
Because of this angle of attack the flow of water along
the bottom is not similar to that experienced with zero
angle of attack. At the stagnation point the velooity
of the water parallel to the bottom is zero. Forward
of the stagnation point the direction of flow is forward,
and aft of the stagnation point the flow is aft.
Hence the pressure gradient along the bottom of
the plate is not a constant as was assumed in the de-
velopment. W. Sottorf (8), has made an extensive in-
vestigation of the pressure gradient. Fig. 8 indicates
the pressure distribution for a 40 angle of trim. It
can be seen that aft of the stagnation point the pressure
falls off sharply and then becomes practically constant.
For larger angles of trim the pressure gradient aft of the
stagnation point decreases gradually toward the stern and
never reaches a constant value. At 40 trim the percent
of total resistance due to friction is approximat~ly 50%
according to Sottorf (8).
Fig. 8 indicates that aft of the stagnation point,
where the pressure is constant, the conditions are similar
15
to those used to develop the theoretioal equations.
Therefore, if the nozZle is placed aft of the stagnation
point at the position where the pressure beoomes constant
we can apply the equations developed. From figure 8 this
distanoe is approximately .18 l' where l' is the wetted
length. It is obvious that the plane must be loaded
in such a manner for each speed that it will have a con-
stant trim of 40 • Otherwise the stagnation point and
pressure distribution will ohange.
In oonsidering the dimension ho ot the nozzle, the
drag formula derived in appendix 1 indicates the larger
the dimension the smaller the drag. However, another con-
sideration must be taken into acoount. As the nozzle
projects further into the water stream the pressure drag
beoomes larger. Therefore there must be an optimum ho
that will give the best combination ot friction and
pressure drag. This was olearly indioated in Hinterthan's
experiment where the nozzle opening was adjusted until an
optimum value of total drag was realized. It is suggested
that to tind this optimum ho the nozzle plate (fig. 2) be
hinged so that it may seek its own nozzle opening. This
would alleviate the neoessity of constantly adjusting the
opening for various speeds ot travel and weight rates of
air flow.
The experiments on the Henchel bodies suggest a ditter-
16
ent method ot directing the flow by cutting (fig. 6) a
"Groove" across the bottom. In this way the nozzle projec-
tion below the bottom oould be ~liminated entirely.
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CONCLUSIONS
From the experiments ot Hinterthan aDd Reichart it
seems logical to conclude that an air tilm is teasible and
will reduce skin friction.
The present theoretical development indicates that
to sustain an air film the nozzle exit velocity must be
gre~ter the one halt the water (or plate) velocity. Com-
parison ot the 2 drag equations with and without an· air
film (equation 23) indicates that a large reduction in
drag is possible, theoretically.
In conducting further experiments, it seems advis-
able to so load the model that a constant trim ot 4 degrees
is realized for any given speed. Otherwise, the nozzle
opening maybe'at the stagnation point (fig.8)4b' 4 degrees
is chosen because the pressure distribution more nearly
approaches that of a plate at zero degrees. The nozzle
plate should be hinged to permit it to seek its own
nozzle opening, or the bottom of the plate grooved to
eleminate any projection into the water stream.
18
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component of velocity at any Yt considering plate
and water stationary (Ft. IsecI
component of velooity at any y, oonsidering plate
stationary and water moving (Ft. Isec)
U - ul u2 (Ft./sec)
Uw - velocity of the water (Ft./sec)
h - vertical dimension of the channel (Ft)
hO - vertical dimension of the nozzle (Ft.)
M - weight rate of flow per foot width of plate
(lb./Ft. sec)
Um - The mean velocIty ot the air at any x· (Ftlseo)
f - weight density ot the air (lb/Ft3)
b the z dimension ot the nozzle and plate (Ft.)
)U - absolute viscosity ( Ib.sec./Ft2)
L length of the plate (Ft.)
Ps - pressure in the chann~l (lb/Ft2 )
- the effective pressure of a stream line or the mean
'effectIve pressure across the channel (lb/Ft2)
Da - drag on the plate due to an air film (lba)
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Fig. 9
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The conditions are: a flat plate of length L(measured
from the nozzle) planing on the surface of tlill water. The
angle of attack is zero. Air is expelled from the nozzle at
a weight rate of flow, M, per unit width of plate. In doing
so it will delJre ss the water and f_orm a channel be tVieen the
depressed water level and the plate.
The assumptions are:
1. The air is laminar.
2. The pressure is constant along the channel.
3. The entrance transient is of negligible importance.
4. The air flow is incompressible.
5. The air flow is 2 dimensional channel flow.
For simplicity the plate will be considered stationary and
the water moving with a velocity Uw•
The velocity distribution of the air may be obtained by
the superposition of two component velocity distributions: 1)
the velocity distribution obtained by
con~idering the plate and water station-
aryana the air moving (Fig. 10), and 2)
the velocity distribution obtained by
considering the plate stationary and the












total velocity of the air (u) ;:~t any






'1'0 determine the component u,(Fig. 10) the plate and
water velocities' are considered zero. Fig. 12 indicates the
coordinate system. Fig. 13 indicates the effective force in-
tensitiesacting on a volume element of air' of unit dimen-
sion in the z direction. ~is the shearing stress and p is
the mean effective pressure (to be defined later). Equating
forces on the volwne element,
d:7 dx = dp dy
Due to the stationary boundaries, symmetry of velpcity dis-
tribution with respect to a central plane may be assumed.
Therefore at the center of the channel where y:: 0 ,7==0




SUbstituting Newton's friction law,that
'where f- is the absolute viscosity, into the above equation,
The limits are chosen by considering the velocity zero at
the plate and water surface.
Shifting the axis so that the origin of the coordinate sys-
tem is at the plate,the equation becoDills
(2 )
In finding the expression for uz(Fig. 11), it is seen
that the velocity distribution is linear. Therefore the vel-
oci ty u z at any y is proportional to Y or
h
u - Uw II
2.- h v
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Substituting equations (2) and (3) into equation (1) the total
velocity u at any y becones
(4 )
The expression for the weight rate of flow at any dis-
tance x down the channel is
(for unit Z dimension)
where D
m
is the mean velocity and e the weight density
The mean velocity is defined as:
h
:. t;t =Ju dy
o
Substituting equation (4) for u in equation (5),
and solving for Q.edX
cjf?. - - /cMM + 6 t.J. Uwd - L!/ 'haX n fJ .
24
(6 )
In any stream line at any distance x,
.eE=.8+JLf e 29
where ~ is the equivalent pressure head and ~ is the actual
pressure head. The total equivalent pressure across the stream
is
where.£ is now the mean equivalent pressure head.
e
Integrating and then multiplying by J:
h
h





and !nul tiplying by z$n
If equation (7) is differentiated with respect to x,
(8 )
since dEs ==0 from assumption 2.dx
If equation (8) is differentiated with respect to x, consider-
ing both pand h as functions of x,
and if equation (10) is substituted in equation (9),
( 10)
where /l :=.14}:g and B::: E4SP.29
dividing equation (11) by.!!.E.
dX
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Equation (6) yields or
where C =: /c,y. IJ1 and D= 0.f'l Uw (6a)
'(J ~
(6b)





where K is the constant of integration.
VlhenX=O, h-=ho (nozzle opening). SUbstituting these values
in equation (13) and solving for K,
Equation (13) then becomes
27
or, - X = (-ZBC + .4C.J(h-h,,) _.E!£.-2 .k/c-oha.)
D7 0 2 {C-Oh/ ( 14)
The coefficients are;
. c= /Zp.M. D== 0U Uw .2.8C:= ft.L . /lC = -.J)1.•
, 'f' F' /O?J '0 /Z/'"J'





Substituting equations (14a) and (14b) in equation (14) and
multiplying by -1,
x = -L M (h -ht>) +...L M 2 h ~ c -f-Dh~ j
60 JAg 6 f'-g~U;y (::'C-f-Dh--';
h ~ Gqug... X - /0 M ---k/C-DhD) +h
M f/Uw r-C-Dh) 0
If the values of C and D are substituted in the In term,the
term becomes
If 1JI is cO!:lputed at the nozzle, then M=:Umho~ • It can be
seen from Fig. 11 that the lower limiting value of
and hence the lowe":!' lirni tine; value of M = ~.Jtf. h"f •
ified in the In term since the sUbstituting of the





Since the develop\ment was based in the assunwtion that
the pressure is constant, the energy loss due to friction must
be absorbed in a velocity decrease. Therefore, for the same
28
weight rate of flow, the area must get larger. Hence, h must
increase. The In term tends to decrease the rate of clmnge of
h with x. If it is ignored, the approximate solution will in-
dicate a greater h change or greater drag than is actually the
case. The error will overestimate the drag. The amount of er-
ror caused by this simplification will depend on how great M
is above the lower limiting value. In any case the error will
be small for reasonable values of x (of the order of 20 ft.)
This is determined by finding the rate of change of 11 with x,
ignoring the In term. The order of magni tude of j-'-=3. 5x10-71b sec
ft
and 9::::::3Z.Z ft • Equation (15) 'wi thout the In term is then
sec
h =. ODD 6Zfi X + hoM'
Since the In term is negative it will further decrease the
cl~nge in h. However, h changes so slowly that for raesonable
values of x, the In term is nearly zero and can be ignored.
Thus,
h == JX-f-ho ( 16)
where
The drag of the air on the plate is expressed by the
eq,uation
L
Da = 1;; dx
"
where b is the z dimension of the plate, L is the length of
the plate measured frora the nozzle, and ~ is the shear
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stress at the plate. Differentiating eQuation (4) with res-
pect to y and multiplying by j.J.
u QJ..L= u Uw -.-1... .dp-(h-zIj7
r dy -rh ;: dx Z' !.J
:7 c a.dY:- at I j :=0
6 Fd!f ':7
. '7-.J!- u~ - ..L liE h~ . ../" h Z aX
Substituting equation (6a) in equation (18)
7' = J.,l lj.., + ..L(C _ DJ"~h Z h 2 h
Substi tuting for D::: (;fA U""
::;; == ?ChZ - 211 Uw~ 'h
If equation (16) is substituted for h in (19)
Then from equation (17)
L l
D == - 6C/-L - 2uhUwIPn(./x+h,,)
a J () ./Xf-h" 7 J ()
D=-bC~/ - ...LJ-~J!.bUwUn(JLl-h")-~(h,,J




Since JL +h" = nat X=L, the same argument used to develope
equation (16) can be used here. It was shown that for reason-
able values of L (order of n~gnitude of 20 ft.) h does not,
change appreciably from h • Therefore an approxi~te equation
o
for the drag is,
(21)
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APPENDIX II
ILLUSTRATIONS
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